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Abstract 

The enhancement of the search efficiency in a computer Shogi program is studied. Several wellｭ
known methods for selecting the promising moves, which have been used by the strongest programs, 
are investigated by examining 七he results obtained by applying th白e methods for the move ordering 
in the endgame problems and some kinds of grandmasters' games. The cut-off by sel民ting もhe escape 
moves is relatively significant in the static pωitions such as opening, while the cut-off by selecting 
the capturing moves is greatly significant in the tactical positions. 

1 Introduction 

In the development of computer Shogi, the search efficiency is very import品川. GeneralIy, the alphaｭ
beta aIgorithm and its variants such as iterative deepening have been used ωthe representative e伍cient

searches [1]. However, in the domain of computer Shogi, the efficiencies of such searches have not yet 
su鼠ciently been studied. This paper presents the concrete results of applying several enhancements 
related to the search e血ciency 七o our computer Shogi program TACOS. 

2 Methods for Selecting the Promising Moves 

Since the fuII-width search is impractical in computer Shogi, severaI methods to select the promising 
moves have been welI known. These methods, which are categorized below, have been used by the 
strongest programs such as Kanazawa Shogi, IS Shogi, and YSS [2, 3]. 

1. The domain-independent criteria 

(1) Best move of the previous iteration (best move) 

A besも move selected at the previous i七eration in the search with iterative deepening is very 
often the best aIso at the current iteration. 

(II) KiIler move [4] (killer move) 

In the search of a chess-like game, a best move for a cer七ain node is often the best おr its sibling 
nodes. The best move of a sibling node is recognized as a kilIer move. 

2. The domair凶pecifìc criteria (heuristics) 

(III) Capturing move of the oppone凶 piece that has just moved (jωtω.pture ). 

In Shogi, a move that captures an opponent piece that hωjust moved at the previous turn is 
o氏en a good move. 

(IV) Capturing move of a piece with the highest value (highest capture). 

A move that captures an opponent piece with the highest value is mostly a good move. 

(V) Escaping move from the opponent attack for the piece with the highest value (escape move). 

Escaping mov，白台om むhe opponent at七ack are generaIly good moves. Among them, the moves 
of the piece that has the highest value are mos七 likely good. 

3 Experiments 

TACOS 田es the iterative deepening with increasing the search depth. In the experiments, a full-width 
search up to the depぬ 4 is used. 
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In order to evaluate the enhal1cements of efficiency, we performed the experiments to compare the 
number of searched nodes with 田ing one or more moves listed above for the move ordering. As a test 
set, we chose 帥y-six artificially created problems 也 Tanigawa's book [5]. This ぬne， we do not care 
whether the program gives a correct answer, since the move笥s t凶ha“.t the program a出wer凶's a釘re 叫1 t“h砲.e same 
independent 仕om the selecω主ion methods because of the fi.釦lll.司司哨'

the dependency of the re偲s叩ul比ts on 色ぬh加.e ch凶即a釘ra低ct胞er巾L泊s鈍叫t凶icωsoぱf the p ω itions. 
Since the test set mostly contains the positions in middle g加les or endgames that 釘e relatively 

tactical, the 旬錦 set does not represent the overall positio田 in the Shogi 注ames. The ope凶ng pos比ions

are often not tactical but static or prepositional. It is impo凶叩.t to know the effects of the selection 
methods in such static positiolls. Here, we performed 七he 位periments with using all the positions in 
Black's turn with using three gam回 by grandmasters. 明月e also compare the number of searched nodes 
with using one or more selection methods lis旬d above. 

The three games are: the 4th game of the 13th Ryu-O title match as a model of the slow game 
(Ibisha vs. Furibisha) ， 七he 7th game of the 58th Meijin 出le match as a model of early fight (Kakugaωari
K oshikakegin) , and 七he 5主h game of the 58th Meij泊 title ma:七ch 鎚 a most popular game (白kofu.do付).

4 Results 副ld Discussions 

The results of the experiments using Tanigawa's problems are shown in Figure 1 and using three grandｭ
m凶ters' games are shown in Figure 2. The numbers of nodes are shown by millions. 

heuristic(IIIIV V) II 

only kill町 move(l/) Iill 

b田1 move and killer move(lll) 

only highesl caplU問(IV) 廿町

JUSI caplU田 andhighesl caplure(1II IV) E 

all(II/IIIIVV) 

。 2 3 4 5 

The nuillber of nodes (million). 

Figure 1: Number of nodes for Tanigawa's problems 
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Figure 2: Number of nodes for grandm鎚ters' gam鎚
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Figure 3: The cut-off rates throughout a.slow game depending on the selection methods 
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Figure 4: The cut-off rates throughout an early-fight game depending on the selection methods 

4.1 For the artificially created problems (Figure 1) 

The number of nodes with the highest capture (IV) much decreased than the c鎚e with the just capture 
(III). This shows that the just capture is not so e伍cient ， while the highest capture is very efficient. The 
number of nodes with the killer move (11) so much decreased that 96% of nodes were pruned off. 

By using the heuristics (1I1,IV,V) , 97% of nodes were pruned 0伍 Moreover ， 34.5% of nodes were 
pruned off by additionally using the heuristics (III,IV,V) compared to the case with using the best move 
and the killer move (1 ,11) 

4.2 For the grandmasters' games (Figure 2) 

As shown in Figure 2, the number of nodes was greatly pruned off by using the highest captu陀 or the 
killer move just the same as the a.r:tificially created problerns. For all positions，むhe number of nodes were 
decreased by additionally using the heuristics (ill,IV,V) compared to the case with using the best move 
and the killer move (1,11). 

In the slow game 21.4% of nodes were pr.uned off, while 37.6% were pruned off in the early-抗tack
game and 17.9% were pruned off in the game of Yokofudori. There are many collisions of pieces in the 
early-attack game and then most capturing moves are the good moves. For this reason, the number of 
cut-offs was greater than 七hat in the slow game and， 向kofudori.

The changes of the cut-off rates throughout the three games depending on the selection methods are 
plotted in Figure 3, 4, and 5, 'respectively for the slow game, the early-fight game, and the game of 
Eうつkofudori.

As for the slow game, the number of cut-offs by the escape move, the killer move and the best move 
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Figure 5: The cut-off rates throughout a Yokofudori game depending on the selection methods 

was significant in the opening. When White block the bishop's diagonal (4th move) , the cut-off by the 
highest capture decreased and that by the escape move increased. After entering middle game, the number 
of cut-offs by the highest capture and the just capture increased. There are two gaps around the 70th 叩d

126th move. This is because the Black's king is checked by Whi旬、 piece and there is only one possible 

move in each position. 
As for the early-fight game, the number of cut-offs by the heuristics was significant overa11. When 

White opened 仕le bishop's diagonal in the 8th move, the cut-off by the best move increased. This was 
because the program judged exchanging bishop is the besも move. Since there occur the threats to capture 
the pieces near the oppbnent's camp both in the 58th and 62nd moves, the cut-off by the best move also 
increased. 

As for the Yokofudori game, the cut-off by the best move decreased 乱fter the bishop exchange (38th 
move). Since there occur the threats that a rook is captured by a knight in the 46th move, the cut-off 
by the escape move increased. 1n the 66th move, the cut-off by the highest capture decreased. This was 
because a knight blocked the aむtack of an opponent bishop 七o a gold. 

1n summary, the cut-off by the escape move w凶 relatiyely significanむ in the static positions such 
as opening, wl;lile the cut.噂off by the just capture and the highest capture was gr巴atly significant in the 
tactical position. 1t seems that how the cut-off of each selection method changes throughout a game may 
be somewhat dependent on the type of the game. 

5 Conclusion 

We have evaluated the enhancements of the search efficiency when several we11-known methods for select-' 
ing the promising moves are used. Th巴 examined methods are the best move of the previous iteràtion,. the I 

ki11er move and the Shogi句specific heuristics. Although 七he efficiency is enhanced by using each method 
alone, it is much more enhanced by using a11 methods simul七aneously.

If we would determine the trade-offs betw巴巴n the decrease of the number of searched nodes and the 
costs to ・applying these methods , we' cau give the clear guideline for those who are going to develop a 
strong Shogi program. 
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